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Timeline
● July 28, 2020 - SASD Reopening Plan Approved 
● September 1, 2020 - All SASD Schools Open (Day 1)

○ 107 active cases - 92.8 per 100,000
○ 1,262 total cases - 1,094 per 100,000
○ 7 day new case average - 14.29
○ Burden rate - 16.7 per 10,000
○ Current Students ill/quarantined - 44
○ Current Staff ill/quarantined - 7
○ All schools hybrid

● September 29, 2020 - Harvard/Brown Metric >25 new cases 7-day Avg. (+29 days)
○ 191 active cases - 165.6 per 100,000 (+84 active cases)
○ 2,518 total cases - 2,183 per 100,000 (+1,256 total cases)
○ 7 day new case average - 25.39 (+11.1 7-day avg.)
○ Burden rate - 51.1 per 10,000 (+34.4)
○ Current Students ill/quarantined - 352 (+308 students)
○ Current Staff ill/quarantined - 60 (+53 staff)
○ All schools hybrid

● October 16, 2020 - Last Day of Face-to-Face Instruction (+18 days)
○ 666 active cases - 577.4 per 100,000 (+475 active cases)
○ 3,852 total cases - 3,340 per 100,000 (+1,334 total cases)
○ 7 day new case average - 70.23 (+44.84 7-day avg.)
○ Burden rate -  76.1 per 10,000 (+59.4)
○ Current Students ill/quarantined - 814 (+462 students)
○ Current Staff ill/quarantined - 117 (+57 staff)
○ Schools virtual - Jackson, ELC, Pigeon River, Etude ES, Cooper 5th GradeNote:  The # of Students and staff ill/quarantine 

is the current total and not a running total.
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School/District/Community Spread
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School/District/Community Spread
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Local Cases
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Student Spread
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Staff Spread
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   Thursday

Second person in the 
same room develops 
symptoms and is 
sent home.

          Friday

First person feels ill

The person is in 
school today. 
Develops symptoms 
after school. 

             Monday

Uptick in student 
illness

Eight students 
are reporting new 
illness or 
quarantine  
today, no obvious 
room 
involvement, 
varied symptoms 

Monday-Thursday

Student illness tracking 
An increase in illness is 
seen throughout the 
district this week. This 
school is now averaging 
4-6 new COVID-like 
illness or quarantine 
reports per day - no 
patterns or obvious 
signs one classroom is 
seeing more illness 
than others.

The decision to move to a virtual 
model is made.

Contact tracing results in nearly 
90 close contacts with at least 
12  developing symptoms with 
some family members reporting 
symptoms too.

Timeline of a outbreak - what starts with a few, ends with nearly 90 close contacts on quarantine

              Friday

First person’s results 
are positive. Second 
person is now a 
“probable “case due 
to first person’s 
positive results and 
their close contact in 
the room. 

Second person 
cannot get tested 
until next week due 
to community 
demand.

Saturday 

A third person who was on 
quarantine is positive.
This person hasn’t been to school all 
week, but was having mild 
symptoms in school the week prior, 
before the quarantine was initiated. 
Tested on Tuesday. Results came 
back on Saturday. 

Another person who has symptoms 
and had contact with positive cases 
is called a “probable” case. 

A total of 2 positive cases and 2 
probable cases identified

Tuesday

First person 
is able to be 
tested. 

Staff and student illness and quarantine 
reports continue an upward trajectory. 

There is an uptick in staff that are home ill 
or on quarantine that work in several roles: 
kitchen, maintenance, etc. Additionally, 
student absences remain higher than 
average: ten new reports Thursday of 
illness or quarantine. 

Wednesday
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Transition to Virtual 
● S&I

○ Daily attendance for all students
■ Elementary - 3 “live sessions” daily;   Middle/High - Following bell schedule

○ Increased use of virtual learning software (IXL, Pathblazer, myOn, etc.)
○ Librarian “live” tech support
○ Traditional grading practices remain
○ Equity gains...but remains a concern

● HR
○ Continue to monitor staff COVID exposure and provide support
○ Majority of staff continuing to get paid, realigned some duties

● Business Services
○ Cleaning of buildings is continuing
○ Meal pick up continues at 12 locations
○ Proposed amendment to bus contract to help retain drivers 9



Active Cases
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Current Status - Oct. 27th
● 1,464 active cases - 1,269 per 100,000
● 4,377 total cases - 3,795 per 100,000
● 7 day new case average - 93.51 per 100,000
● Burden rate -  146.2 per 10,000 
● Positive Students - 107
● Positive Staff - 73
● Schools virtual - All
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Active Cases
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7-Day New Case Average
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7-Day New Case Average

14Source:  Harvard Path to Zero

https://globalepidemics.org/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression/


Burden Rate
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Burden Rate
● State of Minnesota School Reopening Guidance

○ Virtual schooling only suggested at 50 or more cases per 10,000 residents over a 
14-day period (commonly referred to as a “burden rate”)

■ 10/7/2020 - 10/20/2020 14-day average = 146.2 per 10,000 residents
■ 9/16/2020 - 9/29/2020 14-day average = 51.1 per 10,000 residents
■ 8/19/2020 - 9/01/2020 14-day average = 16.7 per 10,000 residents

Source:  https://www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/stats/wschool.pdf
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9/29/2020

10/16/2020

9/01/2020

https://www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/stats/wschool.pdf


Positivity Rate
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39.5%



Positivity Rate
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Source: Evidence and Guidance for In-Person Schooling during the COVID-19 Pandemic - Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia PolicyLab - Guidance Related to Positivity Rate

https://policylab.chop.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/publications/PolicyLab-Policy-Review-Evidence-Guidance-In-person-Schooling-During-COVID-19.pdf


Student/Staff Positive Cases
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Current Status - Sheboygan County Health
● Community transmission has overwhelmed SCH Department’s ability to 

properly contact trace

● SCH Department is currently not making school model 
(fully/hybrid/virtual) recommendations

○ Last used SCH metric would place Sheboygan County in the “Severe Risk” (virtual 
only instruction) category

○ As of 10/23 SCH is working on a new metric that incorporates medical staffing 
availability along with hospital capacity. 

● SASD continues to collaborate with SCH in discussions related to the 
safety of school operations 
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Current Status - Sheboygan County Health
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Current Status - Sheboygan County Health
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Current Status - Area Hospitals
● County DPH: “Alarming Trend” In Hospital Capacity, Case 

Rates
○ As of Friday, October 17th, the 7-day rolling average for total hospitalizations between 

both county hospital systems was 9 confirmed positive patients per day.  That’s a 64% 
increase since the start of the fall semester.  The average ICU bed use has nearly 
doubled, and the medical surgical beds required for confirmed COVID-19 patients has 
tripled. On October 20th, Aurora Sheboygan Memorial Medical Center and HSHS St. 
Nicholas Hospital reported 80% of our local medical surgical beds are being used in 
the county, and 83% of local ICU beds are currently occupied – by both COVID-19 
and non-COVID-19 patients. 

Sheboygan County Division of Public Health -Emergency Action Alert 
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https://www.sheboygancounty.com/home/showdocument?id=15303


Recommendation - Extend Virtual Learning
● Extend Virtual Learning 2 Additional Weeks Through Nov. 13, 2020

● Communicate with Parents and Staff - Oct. 28, 2020

● Confer with Sheboygan County Health - Nov. 6, 2020

● Review Metrics and Create Proposal for BoE - Nov. 9, 2020

● Present Recommendation to BoE - Nov. 10, 2020

● Communicate with Parents and Staff - Nov. 11, 2020
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Rationale - Extend Virtual Learning
● Harvard/Brown Metric

○ 7-day New Case Average > 25 - Currently 113.45 per 100,000

● State of Minnesota Metric (Burden Rate)
○ 14-day Case Rate Range - Currently 146.2 per 10,000

● Positivity Rate - Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
○ Current trend is upward, with 7-day rolling average of 39.5% 

● Number of COVID-19 Positive Students and Staff
○ Students - 107
○ Staff - 73

● Likelihood of spread within schools

● SCH Consultation 25



Decision-Making Metrics
No single metric provides a universal fit given the uniqueness of each school 
district.  We continue to take the following guidance into account when 
discussing the safety of face-to-face schooling:

● Harvard/Brown Risk Level Dashboard (25 or less new cases daily)

● Burden Rate - less than 50 cases per 10,000 residents (14-day period)

● Positivity Rate - stable or declining rate (14-day period)

● SASD Staffing and Student Illness/Quarantine Data

● County Health Department Recommendation/Discussions
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https://globalhealth.harvard.edu/key-metrics-for-covid-suppression-researchers-and-public-health-experts-unite-to-bring-clarity-to-key-metrics-guiding-coronavirus-response/
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/covid-19/disease.htm
https://covidactnow.org/us/wisconsin-wi/county/sheboygan_county?s=1200292


QUESTIONS
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